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FDNY admits fatal blunder at bank blaze

Commanders under Fire Commissioner Nicholas Scoppetta (above) had no conceived plan to combat the raging blaze at the former Deutsche Bank building that killed two of New York's Bravest, officials admitted yesterday. More than 100 firefighters were sent into the toxic, vacant building just steps from Ground Zero.
A model of taste

By RAAKHEE MIRCHANDANI and DANICA LO

EX-MODEL turned furniture kingpin Eric Villency knows a thing or two about fashion. In between earning his finance degree and joining Maurice Villency, his family business, he posed for Calvin Klein and Abercrombie & Fitch and was voted Cosmopolitan magazine’s Bachelor of the Year.

Though he’s now a father and family man, Villency has been putting his fashion know-how to good use. In September, he will launch Restoration of the Monarchy, an eight-piece men’s and women’s jeans line, at elite boutiques and specialty stores around the world.

“症的人们是 responding to the brand is that the fit is unbelievably flattering,” Villency boasts. “These aren’t teenager jeans. They’re sophisticated enough to wear out after work, and they’ll still look good in 10 years, and on all different body types.”

The ad campaign stars Julia Restoin-Roitfeld, a Parsons grad and the daughter of French Vogue editor Carine Roitfeld. Ads will run exclusively this fall in the French fashion magazine Purple.

Restoration of the Monarchy jeans (right) and denim jumpsuit (left), from $225 to $350. Check restorationofthemonarchy.com for store information, coming soon.